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Now this is a game I can easy recommend for every fan of JRPG's. A good story and a neat, if somewhat short game. Don't let
the minimalistic graphics fool you. Behind that is an old school JRPG.. Beyond Reality is a decent sized great adventure game.
The story is quite compelling and the music is pretty sweet. I really enjoyed the play through as it definitely reminded me of
pokemon, which imo is also great :) Overall it is a good game to get lost in for a couple of hours and definitely worth the
money.. Nice RPG, nice adventure. Maybe too short and easy but I passed a good moment.. I love the cover art/promotional
material for this game, but man. *PROS* - Sleek GUI/Menu - Attention to detail (footprints, added effects, etc.) - Lovely
mapping (for the most part) *CONS* - Poor story progression/character development EXPANSION : You're thrown into this
game - and so many random things happen within the first 15 minutes you're going to have next to no clue what's going on. A
bad dream with no relevance really, a girl in a crystal (where that came from I don't even know), an S-Rank spell that transports
you back in time and disingenuous reactions to that situation just made me go "uh." - I mean, it just all seems so poorly fleshed
out/cheesy. And why is the "most powerful mage in the world" far less powerful than your second recruited mage? - Dialogue
needs some polishing. EXPANSION : It's not awful, don't get me wrong - but there's a lot of repetition and name-dropping
which makes the dialogue rather boring at times. My advice to the dev is to implement some flavor text/exploration-based text
throughout to strengthen the lore/situational awareness (like why Asha was in the crystal.that happened far too quickly). - Bugs.
Mostly with passability (having to restart game because the guard won't move past you in Herador) - but I had a script error in
battle that I wasn't able to replicate. - Boring battles EXPANSION : The "attack, get hit" repetition goes on far too long in most
battles - maybe they get better as you progress and unlock new abilities? I'll have to see. I was really excited for this - and kind
of sad that it fell so short. I'm going to continue playing - and hopefully I find some charm/a reason to fall in love.but as it stands
right now - I can't recommend this one.. Very good game and has lovely scenary and has some decent resoloution options unlike
most rpgs i have played, only downside is the games pretty short youll catch up to the end off it faster than you think.
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